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Combined Energy & Service Contract Costs 

of Traditional vs. Optimised Service Models
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Operational 

Costs

Energy

Service 

Contract

OPTIMISING DATA CENTRE INFRASTRUCTURE 

Based on I.T loads of >50kW, potential energy savings can be as high as 30%* of the 

overall total facility power consumed by a data centre. As an example assuming an I.T load 

of 100kW with an average PUE of 1.6, even a modest 10% reduction in total facility power 

will equate to a £14,000 reduction in annual energy costs.    

Traditional Contract

Energy

Service 

Contract

Optimised Contract

* The average PUE within UK data centre infrastructure is conservatively estimated at 1.8. This PUE

presents a relatively low efficiency level and offers many data centre operators the opportunity to 

make significant energy savings through intelligent optimised service contracts.
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Intelligent Building Infrastructure

Failure To Address Data Centre 

Energy Performance

Whilst competent service organisations address traditional planned preventative 

maintenance and emergency break fix they typically ignore or have little 

understanding of energy performance and are rarely able to offer data centre 

optimisation services.

Failing to optimise data centre infrastructure will inevitably result 

in higher energy bills than could otherwise be achieved. 

SOME REASONS FOR EXCESS ENERGY USAGE

Incorrectly positioned grille 

tiles

Short cycling of cold air due to 

poor containment systems

Clogged and dirty air filters

Damming or restrictions to the 

“cold” airflow

Unnecessarily low 

equipment inlet temperature 

set points

Inappropriate humidity set 

points

Non optimised system 

configuration e.g. Load 

Sharing vs. Run Standby

Reduced chilled water 

operating temperatures

Lack of ongoing planned 

preventative equipment 

maintenance

Missing floor tiles or 

removed equipment rack 

doors.

Failure to identify and 

replace old energy 

inefficient equipment or 

components 

Airflow System Settings Operations
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Core Support Services
The following elements deliver data centre operators with a 

balanced and optimised service plan.

1

Planned Maintenance
Regular planned preventative maintenance helps 

improve system availability by undertaking 

manufacturers recommended inspections, 

adjustments, lubrication and replacement.  Planned 

maintenance helps identify undetected problems 

reducing the probability of unplanned equipment 

breakdowns.

2

Emergency Call Out

3

Optimisation

Emergency call out provides customers the re-assurance 

that a field service engineer will be despatched to site in 

the event of an unplanned equipment failure. 

A BALANCED APPROACH REDUCES OPERATING COSTS

Data Centres Energy Optimisation addresses data 

centre imbalances by fine tuning system settings 

and configuration arrangements with the aim of 

achieving optimum energy performance. 

Combining traditional maintenance with optimisation services not only reduces operational risks to 

data centre managers it also helps improve energy efficiency.

*On going energy improvements can range from 5% to 30% depending on the current 

performance of the data centre with a typical average improvements in the region of 15% .
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Planned Maintenance

1

Equipment Servicing

Planned preventative maintenance (PPM) is 

performed by qualified and experienced service 

engineers in accordance with the manufacturers 

recommendations. Depending on the equipment, 

typical PPM servicing is performed on a quarterly, bi-

annual or annual basis. 

2

Consumable Replacement   

3

Pre-emptive Component 

Replacement

During equipment servicing, system 

consumables are inspected, cleaned or 

replaced in order to ensure the plant 

continues to operate at its optimum 

performance. 

Planned preventative service visits help identify parts 

that are near end of life or showing signs of wear. This 

enables component replacement to take place in a 

controlled fashion helping avoid unplanned failures.

Workspace Technology supports a wide range of mission critical equipment including air-

conditioning systems, chilled water, UPS, generator, fire suppression, environmental 

monitoring, DCIM and associated mission critical infrastructure.

COMPREHENSIVE MISSION CRITICAL SUPPORT

“Workspace Technology’s  

proactive approach to 

service & support has 

contributed to excellent data 

centre availability levels”

John Price

Shared Resource

Services
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Emergency Callout

Service Level Agreement

Data centres have different levels of criticality depending on 

their purpose. Different types of plant will also have variable 

priority levels dependant on their potential impact on critical 

I.T services. A flexible approach allows service level 

agreements to be tailored in order to support individual 

customer requirements.

Equipment Repair

Site Field Spares

Access to a nationwide pool of service 

engineers allows 24x365 emergency 

response to a wide range of mission 

critical equipment. Field service engineers 

can be despatched to diagnose, and 

where possible repair faults during the 

initial callout. 

The advanced deployment of “Site Spares” kits on critical 

equipment can significantly improve the meantime to repair 

providing the field service engineers with instant access to 

specialist replacement parts.

A five stage procedure allows for effective fault handling and escalation. These stages fulfil the 

requirements of first, and second line internal support followed by manufacturer backed third line 

and fourth line support.

24 x 356 EMERGENCY REPAIR 

“The flexibility of Workspace 

Technology’s support service 

offering has allowed the 

Council to implement a range 

of SLA’s based on the 

criticality of individual data 

centre equipment”

Kimberly Rickard

Dudley MBC
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Optimisation Services

Optimisation services should be implemented as an integral part of an overall data centre 

service and support strategy. Optimisation should be undertaken on a regular basis or when 

major I.T load changes occur to ensure that data centre systems are operating at optimum 

performance levels.

ONGOING DATA CENTRE OPTIMISATION & BALANCING

“One of the best investments 

our organisation has made. 

The implementation of audit 

recommendations resulted in 

an immediate  50kW energy 

reduction”

Peter Robinson

Humberside Police

Data Centre Audit
During the initial phase a data centre audit will be 

undertaken in order to identify key area’s of 

improvement within the current arrangements. 

The audit report will highlight a range of 

recommendations detailing the predicted impacts 

they will have on the overall data centre 

performance. 

Implement Audit 

Recommendations

Optimisation Services

The implementation of the audit 

recommendations is the first step to making 

meaningful improvements to the data centre 

energy performance. 

Data Centres Energy Optimisation services are 

designed to address data centre imbalances by 

fine tuning system settings and configuration 

arrangements with the aim of achieving optimum 

energy performance. 
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Enhanced Services
Workspace Technology offers a range of 

additional enhanced support services in 

order to deliver a single source partnership. 

WHO WILL BENEFIT

Data Centre Operators who are faced with the challenge of meeting the ever changing demands 

of ICT systems whilst at the same time ensuring their data centre infrastructure is effectively 

maintained. Any data centre manager looking to reduce operational risk, or those under pressure 

to improve energy performance.   

“The benefits of partnering 

with Workspace Technology 

compared with our previous 

traditional service organisation 

are clear to see ”

Matthew Stringer

Host Europe Group

Regular site visits to undertake 

inspections, adjustments, lubrication and 

testing of equipment not covered under 

standard support contracts. 

Typical systems incorporated in site 

facilities visits include air ventilation 

systems, ductwork, dampers, aisle 

containment systems, containment and 

equipment rack infrastructure. 

SITE FACILITIES ENGINEER REMOTE MONITORING

“Intouch” remote monitoring services 

are designed to view your mission 

critical infrastructure. 

Our technical team will remotely 

monitor and investigate alarm 

conditions as and when they occur, 

diagnosing, fixing where possible, and 

arranging site attendance when 

deemed appropriate.
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Why Workspace Technology
Workspace Technology is dedicated to delivering industry-leading service, support & 

optimisation for organisations across the UK. We draw on our significant knowledge and 

expertise of mission critical & data centre environments, technology and operations in order to 

provide a collaborative approach to service and support throughout the lifetime of your 

infrastructure.

We are a data centre 

specialist with over 11 years 

of practical experience

We directly employ skilled 

data centre centric 

mechanical and electrical 

engineers

We have practical hands on 

experience of resolving a 

wide range of data centre 

issues

Energy efficiency is ingrained 

into our data centre design, 

build & management 

philosophy 

We operate our own co-

location data centre and 

therefore share the same 

experiences as our customers. 

Workspace Technology’s track 

record of success is second to 

none.

Workspace Technology have  

contributed to a combined 

energy reduction of over 3MW 

over the last 5 years. 

We currently produce a £2.6m 

ongoing annual operational 

saving for organisations 

across the UK. 

WHAT TO DO NEXT

Contact Workspace Technology’s team who will be more than happy to discuss and evaluate your 

service contract requirements.  We can then provide a bespoke service contract package to best 

match your organisations requirements.

“The audit undertaken by 

Workspace Technology quickly 

identified meaningful and 

verifiable savings of in excess of 

£90K per year for the Council”

Paul Rossiter

Caerphilly County Borough 

Council
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GET IN TOUCH

T: 

E:

W:

0121 354 4894 

sales@workspace-technology.com

www.workspace-technology.com
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